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1 IntrodutionThe ommuniation networks of the nearby future are expeted to support a wide range ofheterogeneous servies. Here one an think of traditional appliations, suh as data, video andvoie, but also of sophistiated multimedia appliations, suh as gaming and remote surgery.These servies may have di�erent traÆ harateristis, but in addition may also have di�erentQuality-of-Servie (QoS) requirements. The integration of heterogeneous traÆ ows thus raisesthe need for servie di�erentiation.A servie disipline that is apable of supporting di�erent QoS-levels, is Generalized Proes-sor Sharing (GPS). The GPS disipline assigns weights to the traÆ lasses, and these weightsdetermine the guaranteed minimum servie rates for the lasses. In ase some lass does notfully use its minimum rate, then the exess rate beomes available to the other lasses, alsoshared aording to these weights.Sine the exat analysis of GPS queues is often intratable, most of the work on GPS hasfoused on various bounds and asymptoti approximations of statistial performane guarantees,suh as loss probabilities, delay harateristis, and workload distributions. In partiular, in theliterature one has mainly foused on the (asymptotis of the) loss probability of a partiular lass,see [3, 4, 7, 12, 16, 17℄. Besides losses (due to bu�er overow), also delay strongly determines theQoS as pereived by ustomers. Partiularly for real-time appliations, the delay is only allowedto exeed some prede�ned threshold with extremely small probability. Hene, the (exponential)deay rate of the delay probability is an important performane measure. In literature, however,hardly any results are available on this deay rate. Pashalidis [14℄ foused on a two-lass GPSsystem, in a disrete-time setting, in whih the input traÆ was assumed to be short-rangedependent, and derived logarithmi asymptotis of the probability that the delay exeeds somelarge value.The ontribution of this note is twofold. In the �rst plae we derive bounds on the delayprobability in a two-lass GPS system with general input proesses, assuming that the inputshave stationary inrements. Seondly, we then onsider the situation of n input proesses of bothlasses, sale the link apaity with n as well, and let n grow large. This so-alled `many-souresregime' is motivated by the fat that, partiularly in the ore of the network, the queues needto serve a large number of ows at the same time. In this many-soures framework, we applyShilder's sample-path large deviations theorem to alulate the deay rates of these bounds inthe important ase of Gaussian inputs, whih over both short-range and long-range dependenttraÆ. We note that this work is related to [10℄, where the authors derive (lower bounds on)the deay rate of the overow probability in a two-lass GPS systems; for other related work,see [1, 8, 11℄. We show that there exist two losed intervals of GPS weight values in whihthe bounds are tight: one ontaining the speial ase that lass 1 has priority, and the otherontaining the ase that lass 2 has priority. For the remaining middle interval, we derive boundson the deay rate. In the speial ase of Brownian inputs we obtain transparent losed-formexpressions.The remainder of this note is organized as follows. In Setion 2 we desribe the two-lassGPS model, and derive bounds on the delay probability. In Setion 3 we speialize to GaussiantraÆ in a many-soures setting: using Shilder's theorem and the bounds mentioned above, wederive (bounds on) the orresponding deay rate.
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2 Bounds on the virtual delay probabilityIn this note we onsider a two-lass GPS system, served with rate . Eah lass has its ownqueue, and is assigned a weight �i � 0, i = 1; 2. Without of loss of generality it is assumedthat �1 + �2 = 1. The weight �i determines the guaranteed minimum rate �i for lass i. If alass does not fully use this minimum rate, then the exess apaity beomes available for theother lass. Note that GPS is a work-onserving sheduling disipline, i.e., if at least one of thequeues is non-empty, then the server always works at full speed.We fous on the delay experiened by a paket (`uid moleule') of a partiular lass, saylass 1, having arrived at an arbitrary point in time, the so-alled virtual delay. We assumethat the system is stable, suh that the delay is bounded almost surely. Also, without loss ofgenerality we assume that the paket arrives at time 0. We denote the delay experiened by thispaket by D1 � D1(0). Clearly,p(d) := P(D1 > d) = P(Q1 > B1(0; d)); (1)where Qi � Qi(0) is the steady-state queue length of lass i, and Bi(s; t) is the amount of serviereeived by lass i in the interval (s; t℄. Likewise, let Xi(s; t) be the amount of traÆ generatedby lass i in the interval (s; t℄. Throughout this note we assume that X1(s; t) is independent ofX2(s; t), i.e., C ov(X1(s; t);X2(s; t)) = 0, s � t.In this setion we derive bounds on p(d), whih apply to all input proesses that havestationary inrements; stationarity of the inrements means that the distribution of Xi(s; s+ t)does not depend on s, but just on the interval length t. We will use these bounds in Setion 3to derive (bounds on) the exponential deay rate of p(d) in the many-soures setting.To derive a lower bound on p(d), we need to �nd an upper bound on B1(0; d), as followsfrom (1). As B1(0; d) � d � B2(0; d), this is equivalent to �nding a lower bound on B2(0; d).Now, we have to distinguish between two senarios: (i) queue 2 is ontinuously bakloggedin the interval (0; d℄ and (ii) queue 2 is empty at some time in (0; d℄. In ase (i) we havethat B2(0; d) = �2d, beause the seond lass reeives at least its guaranteed servie rate inthe interval (0; d℄, and lass 1 is ontinuously baklogged by de�nition (otherwise it annotexperiene a delay of d), thus laiming at least its guaranteed rate in the interval (0; d℄. In ase(ii) we need a di�erent approah to derive a lower bound on B2(0; d). Let z denote the last timein (0; d℄ that the seond queue was empty, that is z := maxfv 2 (0; d℄ : Q2(v) = 0g. This yieldsB2(0; d) = B2(0; z)+B2(z; d) = Q2+X2(0; z)+�2(d�z) � infu2(0;d℄fX2(0; u)+�2(d�u)g: (2)Note that the right-hand side of (2) will not exeed �2d. That is, it is also a lower bound onB2(0; d) in ase (i). Therefore, we �nd the following upper bound:B1(0; d) � d�B2(0; d) � d� infu2(0;d℄fX2(0; u) + �2(d� u)g:
Hene, we obtainp(d) � P�Q1 > d� infu2(0;d℄fX2(0; u) + �2(d� u)g� : (3)
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So far no expliit expressions have been found for the steady-state queue length distribution ofa partiular lass in a GPS system. In other words: we do not know the distribution of Q1,whih makes the lower bound (3) not very useful; we would rather like to have a bound that isin terms of the input proesses X1 and X2 only. Using that, for some b � 0,
P(Q1 > b) = P0�[x�0 fQ1 +Q2 > x+ b;Q2 � xg1A ;

we �nd that (3) an be rewritten as
p(d) � P0�[x�0�Q1 +Q2 > x+ d� infu2(0;d℄fX2(0; u) + �2(d� u)g; Q2 � x�1A : (4)

But now observe that Q1 +Q2 is the steady-state queue length of the total queue, and hene,due to the work-onserving nature of GPS, Reih's identity [15℄ implies thatQ1 +Q2 = supt�0 fX1(�t; 0) +X2(�t; 0)� tg : (5)Also, again by Reih's identity,Q2 = sups�0 fX2(�s; 0)�B2(�s; 0)g : (6)The negative of the optimizing t (s), denoted by t� (s�), an be interpreted as the beginning ofthe busy period of the total (seond) queue ontaining time 0. Clearly, this entails that s� � t�.Now, using (5) and (6), the lower bound (4) an be expressed as
p(d) � P 9x � 0; t � 0 : 8s 2 [0; t℄ : 8u 2 (0; d℄ : X1(�t; 0) +X2(�t; u) > x+ t+ �1d+ �2u;X2(�s; 0) � x+B2(�s; 0) !:(7)From (7) we onlude that, in order to �nd a lower bound on p(d) that only depends on theinput proesses X1 and X2, we have to �nd a lower bound on B2(�s; 0).
Lemma 2.1 p(d) is lower bounded by

P 9x � 0; t � 0 : 8s 2 [0; t℄ : 8u 2 (0; d℄ : X1(�t; 0) +X2(�t; u) > x+ t+ �1d+ �2u;X2(�s; 0) � x+ �2s !:
Proof: Sine �s� denotes the beginning of the the busy period, queue 2 is ontinuously bak-logged in the interval (�s�; 0℄, and therefore B2(�s�; 0) � �2s�. This implies that the right-hand side of (7) is lower bounded by the stated, and therefore also p(d). 2Likewise, to derive an upper bound on p(d) we need to �nd a lower bound on B1(0; d). A�rst lower bound on B1(0; d) is learly given by B1(0; d) � d�Q2 �X2(0; d). This is a diretimpliation of the fat that, in an interval (0; d℄, a queue never laims more than the queuelength at time 0, inreased by the amount of traÆ arriving at this queue in (0; d℄.
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Lemma 2.2 p(d) is upper bounded byP (9t � 0 : X1(�t; 0) +X2(�t; d) > t+ d) :
Proof: Sine B1(0; d) � d�Q2 �X2(0; d), we havep(d) � P(Q1 > d�Q2 �X2(0; d)) = P(Q1 +Q2 > d�X2(0; d)):Using (5), it is easily seen that the right-hand side is equivalent to the stated. 2Class 1 an only experiene a delay of d if lass 1 is ontinuously baklogged in the interval(0; d℄. This implies that B1(0; d) � �1d, from whih we dedue the following seond upperbound.
Lemma 2.3 p(d) is upper bounded by

P 9x � 0; t � 0 : 8s 2 [0; t℄ : 9v 2 [0; s℄ : X1(�t; 0) +X2(�t; 0) > x+ t+ �1d;X1(�s;�v) +X2(�s; 0) � x+ s� �1v !:
Proof: Sine B1(0; d) � �1d, we have that p(d) � P(Q1 > �1d). In Setion 3 of [10℄ it isshown that P(Q1 > �1d) is upper bounded by the stated. 2Notie the similarity between the lower bound of Lemma 2.1 and the upper bound ofLemma 2.3.
3 Deay rate of the virtual delay probabilityIn this setion we derive (bounds on) the deay rate of the virtual delay probability in aseof Gaussian inputs. We onsider a many-soures setting, where the link apaity is saledproportionally to the number of soures. In the speial ase of Brownian inputs we obtainlosed-form expressions.
3.1 Gaussian input traÆLet lass i onsist of a superposition of n, n 2 N , i.i.d. ows (or: soures), i = 1; 2; the analysisan easily be extended to the ase of an unequal number of soures, see Remark 2.2 in [10℄.Let the servie apaity be n. A lass-i ow behaves as a Gaussian proess with stationaryinrements fAi(t); t 2 Rg, with Ai(t) � 0. Also, let the mean traÆ rate and variane funtionof a single lass-i ow be denoted by �i > 0 and vi(�) : R+ ! R+ , respetively, i = 1; 2. Thismean rate and variane urve fully haraterize the probabilisti behavior of the ow Ai(�). Toguarantee stability we assume that �1 + �2 � . With Ai(s; t) := Ai(t) � Ai(s) denoting theamount of traÆ generated by a single ow of type i in the interval (s; t℄, Ai(s; t) has a Normaldistribution with EAi(s; t) = �i � (t�s) and VarAi(s; t) = vi(t�s); reall that the assumption ofstationary inrements entails that the law of Ai(s; t) only depends on the length of the interval
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(s; t℄. We also introdue the entered proess Ai(t) := Ai(t)��it; we write Ai;j(t) when we referto the j-th ow of lass i, j = 1; :::; n. It is well-known that the ovariane funtion �i(s; t) anbe written as�i(s; t) := C ov (Ai(s); Ai(t)) = C ov �Ai(s); Ai(t)� = 12 (vi(s) + vi(t)� vi(t� s)) ; (8)for all 0 � s � t. We impose the following (weak) assumptions on vi(�), i = 1; 2.Assumption 3.1 For i = 1; 2;A1 vi(�) 2 C1([0;1)).A2 For some � < 2 it holds that vi(t)=t� ! 0, as t!1.A3 vi(�) is non-dereasing.3.2 Large deviationsIn this subsetion we reall two key large-deviations theorems, whih are needed in the analysisof the next subsetion.
Theorem 3.2 Let (X;Y ) � Norm(0,�), for a non-degenerate 2-dimensional ovariane-matrix�. Then,(i) � limn!1 1n log P � 1nPni=1Xi � x� = 12x2=(�11)2;(ii) � limn!1 1n log P � 1nPni=1Xi � x; 1nPni=1 Yi � y� = infa�x infb�y �(a; b);where �(a; b) := 12(a b)��1(a b)T.

We ontinue with a brief desription of the framework of Shilder's sample-path LDP (see [2℄,and also Thm. 1.3.27 of [6℄ for a more detailed treatment). Then the path spae is 
 := 
1�
2,with 
i := �!i : R ! R ; ontinuous; !i(0) = 0; limt!1 !i(t)1 + jtj = limt!�1 !i(t)1 + jtj = 0� :
We note that in [1℄ it was pointed out that Ai(�) an be realized on 
i, i = 1; 2. Now one anonstrut a reproduing kernel Hilbert spae Ri � 
i, onsisting of elements that are roughlyas smooth as the ovariane funtion �i(s; �); for details, see [1, 6, 10℄. Suppose that the !i(�)are linear ombinations of ovariane funtions: !i(�) = Pmij=1 aij�(sij; �), with aij , sij 2 R ,j = 1; :::;mi, mi 2 N , i = 1; 2. Then we an de�ne the rate funtion:

I(!) = I(!1; !2) := 12 m1Xi=1 m1Xj=1 a1ia1j�1(s1i; s1j) + 12 m2Xi=1 m2Xj=1 a2ia2j�2(s2i; s2j); (9)
this de�nition an be extended to !(�) in R := R1 � R2 that are no linear ombinations of theovariane funtions, see [1, 2, 6℄.
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Theorem 3.3 [Shilder℄ For entered Gaussian inputs the following sample-path large devia-tions priniple (LDP) holds, under Assumptions A1 and A2:(a) For any losed set F � 
,
lim supn!1 1n log P0�0� 1n nXj=1A1;j(�); 1n nXj=1A2;j(�)1A 2 F1A � � inf!2F I(!);(b) For any open set G � 
,
lim infn!1 1n log P0�0� 1n nXj=1A1;j(�); 1n nXj=1A2;j(�)1A 2 G1A � � inf!2G I(!):

Remark: Theorem 3.3 shows that the LDP onsists of an upper and lower bound, whih applyto losed and open sets, respetively. It an be veri�ed that in the present paper we have opensets G, that are suh thatinf!2G I(!) = inf!2G I(!);where G is the losure of G. The way to prove this is to show that an arbitrarily hosen pathin G an be approximated by a path in G. This proof is ompletely analogously to [13℄ andAppendix A of [9℄.
3.3 Deay rateIn this subsetion we derive (bounds on) the deay rate orresponding to the virtual delayprobabilitypn(d) := P(Q1;n > B1;n(0; d)); n!1;where Q1;n � Q1;n(0) is the steady-state lass-1 queue length and B1;n(0; d) is the amount ofservie reeived in the interval (0; d℄ by lass 1, in a system with n lass-i inputs, i = 1; 2, thathas servie apaity n.From Theorem 3.3 and the remark in Setion 3.2, it follows thatJ(d) := � limn!1 1n log pn(d) = inff2L I(f) = inff2L I(f);where the open (losed) set L (L) onsists of all paths (f1; f2) that give a delay larger (larger orequal) than d. The path in L (and likewise in L) that minimizes the deay rate, f� = (f�1 ; f�2 ),is also known as the so-alled most probable path (MPP). Informally speaking, given that therare event ours, with overwhelming probability a delay of d is ahieved by a path `lose to'the MPP, f. [1℄.Reall that in Setion 2 we derived bounds on p(d). In this subsetion we will exploit thesebounds, to derive (lower bounds on) J(d). Note that the deay rates of the upper (lower) boundson p(d) are lower (upper) bounds on J(d) for all �2 2 [0; 1℄.
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3.3.1 Class 2 in overloadWe �rst fous on the regime �2 2 [0; �2=℄, i.e., lass 2 in overload, and we derive an exatexpression for the deay rate of pn(d). Reall that B1(d) � �1d in order to have a delay of d.This yieldspn(d) � P(Q1;n � n�1d) � P(Qn�11;n � n�1d);where Qa1;n � Qa1;n(0) denotes the stationary workload of queue 1 if it is served in isolation atonstant rate a.
Lemma 3.4 If �2 2 [0; �2=℄, then

J(d) = inft�0 (�1d+ (�1� �1)t)22v1(t) : (10)Let t� be optimizer in the above equation. Then, the MPP is given by
f�1 (r) = ( �E (A1(r; 0)jA1(�t�; 0) = �1(t� + d)) for r � 0;E (A1(0; r)jA1(�t�; 0) = �1(t� + d)) for r > 0:f�2 (r) = ( �E (A2(r; 0)jA1(�t�; 0) = �1(t� + d)) for r � 0;E (A2(0; r)jA1(�t�; 0) = �1(t� + d)) for r > 0: (11)

Proof: The deay rate JL(d) of P(Qn�11;n � n�1d) in ase �2 2 [0; �2=℄ is given in Theorem6.1 of [10℄. Note that beause P(Qn�11;n � n�1d) is an upper bound on the delay probability,its deay rate JL(d) is a lower bound on J(d). In addition, in Setion 6 of [10℄ the authors alsoderived the MPP ~f = ( ~f1; ~f2) orresponding to JL(d) using (9). The deay rate JL(d) is givenby (10) and ~f is given by (11). What is left to show is that J(d) = JL(d) and f� = ~f .Finding an upper bound JU (d) on J(d) is a matter of omputing the rate funtion (`osts')of a path in L, i.e., a path that produes a delay of at least d. Let (Y1; Y2) be bivariate Normallydistributed. Now, using that the random variable (Y1jY2 = y), for some y 2 R , is Normallydistributed with meanE (Y1 jY2 = y) = EY1 + C ov(Y1; Y2)VarY2 (y � EY2); (12)it an be veri�ed that~f1(r) = �1r � (�1d+ (�1� �1)t�)v1(t�) �1(�r; t�) for r 2 (�t�; 0℄;~f2(r) = �2r for r 2 (�t�; d℄:This path is suh that, at time 0, queue 1 has bu�er ontent �1d (as Q1(�t�) = 0), and suhthat queue 2 ontinuously laims servie rate �2 in the interval (0; d℄ (as �2 � �2), i.e., servierate �1 is available for lass 1 in the interval (0; d℄. Hene, we onlude that path ~f resultsin a delay of exatly d, i.e., ~f 2 L, implying that f� = ~f and, using (9), JU (d) = JL(d) = J(d). 2
8



3.3.2 Class 2 in underloadWe now onsider the regime �2 2 (�2=; 1℄ and we derive the deay rate J(d). In the analysisbelow the following ritial lass 2 weight is of importane:�F2 := �2 + v02(d� r�) + v02(t� + r�)2(v1(t�) + v2(t� + d)) ��1� �1 + �2 � t� + �1� �2 � d� ; (13)where t� is minimizer ofinft�0 ((t+ d)� �1t� �2(t+ d))22v1(t) + 2v2(t+ d) ; (14)and where r� is maximizer ofsupr2(�t�;d℄ v02(d� r) + v02(t� + r): (15)
Note that �F2 � �2=, as v0(�) � 0 by Assumption A3, and possibly larger than 1. The nexttheorem presents the exat deay rate in ase �2 2 [�F2 ; 1℄ (if this interval is non-empty).
Lemma 3.5 If �2 2 [�F2 ; 1℄, thenJ(d) = inft�0 ((t+ d)� �1t� �2(t+ d))22v1(t) + 2v2(t+ d) : (16)Let t� be optimizer in the above equation. Then, the MPP is given by

f�1 (r) = ( �E (A1(r; 0)jA1(�t�; 0) +A2(�t�; d) = (t� + d)) for r � 0;E (A1(0; r)jA1(�t�; 0) +A2(�t�; d) = (t� + d)) for r > 0:f�2 (r) = ( �E (A2(r; 0)jA1(�t�; 0) +A2(�t�; d) = (t� + d)) for r � 0;E (A2(0; r)jA1(�t�; 0) +A2(�t�; d) = (t� + d)) for r > 0: (17)
Proof: Lemma 2.2 gives an upper bound on the delay probability. The deay rate JL(d) of thisupper bound and the orresponding MPP ~f , the latter obtained by using (9), are well known (seefor instane [1℄), and given by (16) and (17), respetively. Below we show that JL(d) = J(d),or equivalently, that ~f 2 L if [�F2 ; 1℄ (similarly to the proof of Lemma 3.4).Using (12), it an be veri�ed that~f1(r) = �1r � �1(�r; t�)v1(t�) + v2(t� + d) ((t� + d)� �1t� � �2(t� + d)) for r 2 (�t�; 0℄;

~f2(r) = �2r � �2(t�; t� + d)� �2(t� + r; t� + d)v1(t�) + v2(t� + d) ((� �2)(t� + d)� �1t�) for r 2 (�t�; d℄;
g2(r) := d ~f2(r)dr = �2 + v02(d� r) + v02(t� + r)2v1(t�) + 2v2(t� + d) ((� �2)(t� + d)� �1t�) ;i.e., g2(�) represents the input rate of the path ~f2, whih is derived using (8). Note that �t�denotes the beginning of the busy period of the total queue, i.e., Q1(�t�) = Q2(�t�) = 0. Hene,9



if the input rate of lass 2 is smaller than the guaranteed minimum rate �2 for all r 2 (�t�; d℄,then learly queue 2 is empty in the interval (�t�; d℄. Letr� := arg maxr2(�t�;d℄ g2(r);i.e., r� is maximizer of (15). Then queue 2 is empty in the interval (�t�; d℄ if �2 � g2(r�)= = �F2 .Now, note that the path ~f is suh that
Q1 +Q2 = Q1 = d� ~f2(d) = Z d0 (� g2(r))dr;in ase �2 2 [�F2 ; 1℄. As lass 2 only uses rate g2(r) � �2 in this ase, this implies thatrate  � g2(r) is available for the �rst lass, r 2 (�t�; d℄. It is not hard to see that, givenQ1(0) = R d0 ( � g2(r))dr and servie rate  � g2(r) for the �rst lass, the experiened delay insteady state is exatly d. This proves that ~f 2 L, i.e., f� = ~f and J(d) = JL(d). 2

We now fous on the remaining interval of weights: �2 2 ��2=; �F2 �. We have not sueededin �nding the exat deay rate in this middle regime, but we present two lower bounds; it isnoted that lower bounds on the deay rate, whih orrespond to upper bounds on the probabilitypn(d), are usually of pratial interest, as typially the network has to be designed suh thatpn(d) is small.Clearly, the deay rate of Lemma 3.5 is also a lower bound on J(d) in ase �2 2 (�2=; �F2 ),as it is independent of �2 (see proof of Lemma 3.5). However, the orresponding path f� is notneessarily ontained in L, and therefore it is not known whether the bound is tight.We proeed by presenting a seond lower bound on J(d).
Lemma 3.6 J(d) is lower bounded byinfx�0 inft�0 sups2[0;t℄ infv2[0;s℄ infz1�x+t+�1dz2�x+s��1v�(z1; z2);where
�(z1; z2) := 12  z1 � (�1 + �2)tz2 � (�1 + �2)s+ �2v !T
 v1(t) + v2(t) �1(s; t)� �1(v; t) + �2(s; t)�1(s; t)� �1(v; t) + �2(s; t) v1(s� v) + v2(s) !�1 z1 � (�1 + �2)tz2 � (�1 + �2)s+ �2v ! :
Proof: Let the exat deay rate of the upper bound in Lemma 2.3 be denoted by JL(d). De�nethe set of paths

Ss;t;v;x := (f 2 
����� �f1(�t)� f2(�t) � x+ t+ �1d;f1(�v)� f1(�s)� f2(�s) � x+ s� �1v ) ;
10



whereS := [x�0[t�0 \s2[0;t℄ [v2[0;s℄Ss;t;v;x;and f(t) = (f1(t); f2(t)) := (f1(t)��1t; f2(t)��2t) is the entered path. Then using Lemma 2.3and `Shilder' (reall that Shilder's theorem relates to entered Gaussian inputs), we obtain thatJ(d) � inff2S I(f) = JL(d) � infx�0 inft�0 sups2[0;t℄ infv2[0;s℄ inff2Ss;t;v;x I(f):The last inequality above was given in Theorem 4.1 of [10℄. We now fous on the alulation ofinff2Ss;t;v;x I(f) for �xed s; t; v and x. Reognize that �(z1; z2) is the large-deviations rate fun-tion of the bivariate random variable (A1(�t; 0) + A2(�t; 0); A1(�s;�v) + A2(�s; 0)). Finally,using Theorem 3.2,inff2Ss;t;v;x I(f) = infz1�x+t+�1dz2�x+s��1v�(z1; z2):This proves the stated. 2The following theorem summarizes Lemmas 3.4-3.6.
Theorem 3.7 Suppose that lass-1 and lass-2 soures are Gaussian inputs. Then, under As-sumptions A1-A3,

J(d) = 8<: (i) inft�0 (�1d+(�1��1)t)22v1(t) for �2 2 [0; �2=℄;(iii) inft�0 ((t+d)��1t��2(t+d))22v1(t)+2v2(t+d) for �2 2 [�F2 ; 1℄;and(ii) J(d) � max�inft�0 ((t+d)��1t��2(t+d))22v1(t)+2v2(t+d) ; infx�0 inft�0 sups2[0;t℄ infv2[0;s℄ infz1�x+t+�1dz2�x+s��1v �(z1; z2)�for �2 2 (�2=; �F2 ), where �(z1; z2) is as in Lemma 3.6.
3.4 Brownian inputsFor most Gaussian inputs that satisfy A1-A3 there does not exist a losed-form expression for(bounds on) the deay rates as presented in Theorem 3.7. In ase of Brownian inputs, however,we an derive expliit expressions for (bounds on) the deay rate J(d). Brownian motions anbe used to approximate weakly-dependent traÆ streams as suggested by the elebrated CentralLimit Theorem in funtional form, see also [8℄. We let the variane funtions be haraterizedthrough vi(t) = �it, with �i > 0, i = 1; 2.Straightforward alulus shows that (14) is minimized for

t� = ( d� ��2��1��2 � 2 �2�1+�2� if �2 + 2�2�1+�2 �1� �1+�2 � � 1;0 otherwise:11



Sine v0i(t) = �i, we obtain from (13) that�F2 = min��2 + 2�2�1 + �2 �1� �1 + �2 � ; 1�The following theorem haraterizes the deay rate J(d).Proposition 3.8 Suppose that lass-1 and lass-2 soures are Brownian inputs. Then,J(d) = ( (i) 2�1d�1��1�1 for �2 2 [0; �2=℄;(iii) 2d� ��1��2�1+�2 �� (��2)�1+�1�2�1+�2 � for �2 2 [�F2 ; 1℄;and(ii) J(d) 2 h12d� (�1+(�1��1)u�)2�1u� + (�2��2)2�2 u�� ; 12d� (�1+(�1��1)u�)2�1u� + (�2��2)2�2 (u� + 1)�ifor �2 2 (�2=; �F2 ), with the `ritial time sale' u� given byu� := �1q(�1� �1)2 + (�2� �2)2 �1�2 :Proof: Straightforward alulus shows that the optimizer of Lemma 3.4 ist� = �1d�1� �1 ;from whih we obtain (i). In Lemma 3.5 the optimizer ist� = d� � �2� �1 � �2 � 2 �2�1 + �2� ;whih yields (iii). The lower bound in (ii) follows from Lemma 3.6, and was proved in Theorem5.6 of [8℄. The upper bound in (ii) is a matter of alulating the osts of a path in L. Considerthe following path:f1(r) = ( �E (A1(r; 0)jA1(�t�; 0) = �1(t� + d)) for r � 0;E (A1(0; r)jA1(�t�; 0) = �1(t� + d)) for r > 0:f2(r) = ( �E (A2(r; 0)jA2(�t�; d) = �2(t� + d)) for r � 0;E (A2(0; r)jA2(�t�; d) = �2(t� + d)) for r > 0:where t� = u�d. Using (12), it an be veri�ed that this path is suh that lass 1 produes traÆat onstant rate �1(t� + d)=t� > �1 in the interval (�t�; 0℄ and at onstant rate �1 elsewhere,whereas lass 2 produes traÆ at onstant rate �2 in the interval (�t�; d℄ and at onstant rate�2 elsewhere. This obviously leads to Q1(0) = �1d (as Q1(�t�) = Q2(�t�) = 0), and thus adelay of d, as lass 2 ontinuously laims its guaranteed rate in the interval (�t�; d℄. In ase ofstandard Brownian inputs it is well-known that (9) an be rewritten as (Thm. 5.2.3 of [5℄)I(!) = 12 Z (!01(t))2dt+ 12 Z (!02(t))2dt: (18)Using (18), the deay rate assoiated with f is therefore given by I( ~f1; ~f2), with ~fi(t) :=(fi(t) � �it)=p�i, i = 1; 2 (reall that (18) relates to standard Brownian inputs), whih isequivalent to the desired expression. 2
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4 ConlusionIn this note we analyzed the delay in a two-lass GPS system. We derived bounds on theprobability that the virtual delay experiened by a paket (`uid moleule') of a partiular lassexeeds some threshold. Assuming Gaussian input traÆ, we applied Shilder's sample-pathlarge deviations theorem to alulate the logarithmi asymptotis of these bounds. We showedthat for ertain weights in the GPS system the bounds are tight. In the speial ase of Brownianinputs we obtained losed-form expressions.Future researh diretions inlude the derivation of the deay rate of the joint overowprobability: P(Q1;n > nb1; Q2;n > nb2), in partiular in ase of Brownian inputs.
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